The extended Hartmann operation as an elective procedure for rectal cancer. A forgotten operation.
The authors describe their experience with the extended Hartmann procedure as the elective and definitive operation in a selected group of 36 patients having primary adenocarcinoma of the rectum. The operations were carried out between 1st January 1978 and 31st December 1989. The average age of the patients was 70 years (range 37 to 84 years). Ten patients had preoperative radiotherapy because of deep infiltration and (or) fixation of the tumor. In this series the Hartmann procedure was chosen because abdomino-perineal excision was not needed and low anterior resection could not warrant acceptable continence. With a Hartmann procedure the risks of a low colorectal or colo-anal anastomosis were avoided while the perineal excision was abandoned. Eight patients had hepatic metastases. The Dukes' classification of the remaining patients was A in two, B in nine and C in 17 patients. Postoperative morbidity was within acceptable limits for this particular patient group. There was no hospital mortality. Twenty patients had a potentially curative resection prior to 31st December 1987, thus making them available for follow-up of at least 2 years. Ten of these patients have been in follow-up without evidence of disease for an average of 76 months (mean 65 months, range 28-123 months). The authors conclude that the procedure is safe and that the remaining rectal stump does not generate morbidity or discomfort. Considering the fact that only two of the 36 patients had a Dukes' A tumor, the low recurrence rate shows that the Hartmann procedure yields satisfactory pelvic radicality.